
• More than 600,000 meanings of words, using 

more than 3 million quotations to show how 

words have been used over the entire history of  

the English language

• The Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English 
Dictionary allows users to explore themes,  

meanings, and ideas

• Covers British, American, and all varieties of 
global English, and all types of usage from formal 

to slang

• Updated four times a year with thousands of  

new and revised meanings 

• Digital benefits include powerful and flexible 

search options and new methods of browsing the 

OED; from Timelines and Sources to the Historical 
Thesaurus of the OED

• Personalization with My OED saves searches and 

entries for future use

The Oxford English Dictionary is widely acknowledged to be the most authoritative and comprehensive 

record of the English language in the world, tracing the evolution and use of words.  The Oxford English 
Dictionary Online gives you not only the latest content of the full Oxford English Dictionary, but also the 

Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary, providing more depth and breadth than ever before.

For more information, to set up a free trial,  
or get pricing information for your institution  
please contact us:

Within the Americas: Outside the Americas: 
EMAIL: library.sales@oup.com EMAIL: institutionalsales@oup.com
TELEPHONE: 1.800.624.0153 TELEPHONE: +44 (0) 1865 353705
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The definitive record of the English language

Follow us on Twitter @OEDonline

Sign up for our Word Of The Day:

AIOEDSS13
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A free discovery service, the Oxford Index lets you 
search across Oxford’s digital academic content with a 
single click, and find related content every step of the 
way – find out more at: oxfordindex.oup.com

Digital resources from Oxford offer a range of key features free of charge to support usage within libraries. Depending on the 
resource, these include MARC records, COUNTER compliant usage statistics, OpenURL compliance, remote access, promotional 
tools, training material, and technical support. Contact us at library.marketing@oup.com to find out more!
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Quick and Advanced 

Search options 

available from 

every page, allowing 

instant changes of 

course in research

Contextual help 

supports in-depth 

research

Integrated Historical 

Thesaurus allows 

thematic  

exploration of  

concepts over time

Publication history 

notes provide  

research context Show or hide full 

word origins for  

each sense of the 

word

Three million 

quotations illustrate 

meaning from 

earliest known usage 

to the present day

Timelines show in 

graphical form the 

number of words 

first recorded by the 

OED within different 

time periods

Sources trace the 

roles particular  

writers played in 

shaping the  

language


